Infor System21

Improve your game
Your customers require a constant supply of new
products and trends, but they also demand consistently
high quality and quick response. Every day you find
new ways to resolve those conflicting demands, but it’s
never easy. To find the perfect balance between
uniqueness, speed, and consistency, you need
information systems that help you harness the endless
variability you face in source materials and suppliers,
while showing you, at a glance, the best path to optimal
results. Solutions built for more predictable industries
don’t fill your need—you need systems that are built,
from the start, to handle the complexity you confront.

Join an experienced partner
When you need to see the big picture without losing
focus on the details that matter so much, Infor®
technologies give you unmatched flexibility and power.
Our innovative Infor ION® technology gives every Infor
solution built-in support for integration, mobile
solutions, social collaboration, and advanced analytics.
As the world’s largest provider of software for the IBM™
Power System platform, Infor’s recent and planned
investments in new functionality, user experience, and
expandability give your Infor System21 solution
unmatched potential for helping your business stay
competitive for many years to come.

Pick a solution that fits you
Now is the time to build the foundation for future
technologies in your business. You already need the
best analytics and collaboration technologies you can
get in order to manage the rapid rate of change in your
daily business processes. Soon mobile technology
support will become imperative. If you wait until you’re
forced to address the demands for new technology,
you may find yourself re-implementing from scratch, an
expensive and disruptive exercise.
Infor System21 already offers built-in support for the
technologies that are valuable now and will probably

“Users have given us some great
feedback on the Infor System21
interface, which undoubtedly
encourages greater use of the system,
expediting the benefits.”
John Taubman,
Head of Information Systems,
The Real Good Food Company

be required sooner than you expect, but without giving
up the powerful, industry-specific functionality that
make companies like yours successful, including:
• Global support—With support for multiple
languages and currencies, Infor System21 can help
you work more efficiently with suppliers and
customers, no matter where they’re located. Even if
you don’t deal with non-domestic suppliers and
customers yet, the demands of global trade could
make that a valuable option in the foreseeable
future. Now is a good time to get prepared.
• Sophisticated process management—With
functionality for dealing with catch weight, varieties,
and dynamic recipe management, Infor System21
can help you deal profitably with the endless
product permutations that your customers demand.
Unmatched tank management capabilities allow you
to get more production from the assets you already
own for more profitable operation.
• Mixed mode manufacturing—Most food and
beverage manufacturers deal in mixed mode
manufacturing, comprising complex blending and
formulation management with discrete
manufacturing activities, like packaging and
distribution. Infor System21 deals gracefully with
both types of activity to ensure high performance
with minimal risk.
Infor ION technology lets you extend the power of your
Infor System21 solution to include advanced asset
management capabilities, so that you can get maximum
performance and value from your equipment and

facilities. It also integrates with world-class analytics and
reporting to help you make better decision and act on
those decisions more effectively.
You also get powerful core manufacturing capabilities with
Infor System21, to improve your performance in a variety
of disciplines, including:
• Product development and definition—Improve
product costing and streamline all stages of your
preproduction process with the advanced workflow
tools in Infor System21.

Get better results
The world moves too fast today. Now is the time to
prepare for the capabilities you’ll need a year or two from
now by implementing the latest capabilities of Infor
System21 as your foundation. By combining the rock-solid
reliability of Infor System21 with the exciting new
capabilities you get in Infor ION, you’ve adopted the
easiest, most economical path to having an information
system that's ready for the future you want for
your business.

• Sourcing—Drive first-rate sales planning by having
Infor System21 generate all intercompany supply chain
transactions automatically.
• Manufacturing—Plan manufacturing requirements
more accurately by using sales planning or actual sales
demand with detailed material and labor control and
full work-in-progress tracking.
• Stock management—Reduce inventory costs with
Infor System21’s comprehensive stock movement
analysis capabilities and automatic replenishment
calculations.
• Customer service—Optimize your delivery
performance and customer service with proactive
customer tracking, forward-order booking and delivery
window capabilities.
You can give your business more agility and speed with
the dynamic business process management capabilities
included with Infor System21.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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